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Women's Diaries in an Online Era 
Introduction 
• 
A young college undergrad reveals to her friend that she has been keeping a 
journal and asks if she wants to see it. Which image is most likely to form in the mind: 
that of a girl, lying stomach-down on a bed, her legs bent at the knees, her feet playfully 
swinging, her body propped up by her arms, and her hand furiously scribbling away in a 
composition notebook? Or that of a girl poised in front of the computer typing, multiple 
windows open, searching for interesting links to complement her points, MP3s playing in 
the background, an instant-messaging box constantly providing welcomed interruptions? 
With the rising popularity of exhibitionist life-chronicling as published through 
websites such as Blogger, LiveJournal, and Diary X, one might wonder how this affects 
the world of the old-fashioned, leather-bound journals (which are not always kept daily 
and which focus on thoughts and ideas) and diaries with lock and key (which are kept 
almost daily and which focus on people and events). In this study, I will compare the 
aesthetics of physical journals and their online counterparts, as well as assess the 
purposes and audiences of both. For the sake of narrowing expansive journal content, I 
will focus on young female authors, with a preference for non-famous authors and for 
journals that are not professionally published. The question I seek to answer is: How 
•  
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• does merging media shape the way young women portray their identities in writing, and what does this say about privacy, trust, and common experience today? 
• 
These questions are particularly interesting to me, a journal writer of 22 volumes 
in 15 years. Many times I fight with myself to prohibit self-censoring, fearing what my 
unborn children might think if they discovered my writing, or my family, upon a sudden, 
untimely death. I toy with the idea of compiling and typing all my entries, with added 
editorial comments, and then I wonder, "Why? Who would careT Additionally, asking 
what roles weblogs play is particularly interesting to me, since I have been keeping a 
fictitious blog as an art student in Portland, Oregon, for nine months. I often reflect about 
the types of things I publish on the web versus the topics I write about in my "rea!" 
physical journal. Do they differ? Do they serve different purposes? Do weblogs stand a 
chance of taking the place of leather-bound journals? 
To enhance my study, I focused on scholarly writing by leading theorists on 
women's autobiographical writing, as well as articles by important journalists trying to 
make sense of blogs' place in society and academia. To supplement these theories, 
included are descriptions and excerpts from four unpublished diaries kept during the 
writers' college years, as well as four weblogs kept by female writers of similar age. 
(The journals were supplied to me voluntarily from friends of friends who answered an e­
mail message. I am acquainted with only one of the authors; the others are strangers. 
Three of the weblogs are written by women with whom I am acquainted; the other I 
found by visiting Blogger's Fresh Slogs list. For the sake of privacy, pseudonyms have 
been invented for the journal writers; screen names will be used for the bloggers.) 
•  
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• Scholarship About Women's Diaries The bulk of the academic research surrounding women's personal journals has 
• 
been conducted within the last 25 years, spurred, in part, by the feminist movement and 
the second wave of feminism. The introduction of Inscribing the Daily: Critical Essays 
on Women's Diaries by editors Suzanne L. Bunkers and Cynthia A. Huff provides an all­
encompassing review of the work dedicated to the topic ofwomen's self-writing. Earlier 
scholars, such as Roy Pascal, Leigh Gilmore, James Olney, Georges Gusdorf, and 
Philippe Lejeune, focused their work on distinguishing between diary and autobiography, 
as well as issues about self-construction. More recent work has been centered upon diary 
writing as a women's activity, the importance of repetition, omission, and fragmentation 
in journal entries, as well as the kinds of narratives that are told and the ways these 
narratives inscribe the self. 
The most recent researchers have spent a great deal of time and effort compiling 
and anthologizing excerpts from women's diaries, the results of which can be seen in 
Mary Jane Mofatt and Charlotte Painter's Revelations: Diaries of Women (1974); A Day 
at a Time: The Diary Literature ofAmerican Women from 1764 to the Present (1985); 
Penelope Franklin's Private Pages: Diaries of American Women, I830s-I970s (1986); 
Harriet Blodgett's Centuries of Female Days: Englishwomen's Private Diaries (1988); 
and Judy Simons' Diaries and Journals of Literary Women from Fanny Burney to 
Virginia Woolf(1990). This collection and conservation of women's diaries served as a 
key step in preserving texts, which could have otherwise been lost. 
This brings us to a couple of the key questions surrounding scholarship today: 
• audience, canonization, and narrative strategy. In her essay '''I Write for Myself and 
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• Strangers': Private Diaries as Public Documents," Lynn Z. Bloom examines diaries spanning from the 1850s-1950s and proposes features of "truly private diaries" and those 
• 
of "private diaries as public documents." She argues that even diaries written with the 
intent never to be viewed by another soul often have features which reveal the authors' 
recognition of a potential reader, be it their future selves, their progeny, or some 
unknown someone in the future. Truly private diaries, according to Bloom, are "those 
bare-bones works written primarily to keep records of receipts and expenditures, the 
weather, visits to and from neighbors, or public occurrences of both the institutional and 
the sensational sort" (Bloom 25). By contrast, Bloom asserts that private diaries as public 
documents have a greater selectivity in their entries. Whereas private diaries were once 
largely written in pre-dated, specially-manufactured books, leaving just a page per day, 
the form of private diaries as public documents does not constrain itself to daily writing. 
These diaries (written with a potential audience in mind) favor episodic entries rather 
than chronological, daily writing. The private diaries as public documents develop 
characters over the course of entries, and also develop the author as a definite self, 
following narrative form established in fictional works. In truly private diaries, by 
contrast, diarists give no special attention to explain characters or their selves as 
individuals; "as a consequence, the characters, major and minor, are more likely to be 
identifiable by their roles (midwife, furm wife) and relationships (Martha's daughter, 
furmwife's husband) than as individuals; drama among them resides largely in the 
imaginative construction of the beholder" (Bloom 27). 
In Bloom's opinion, truly private diaries, then, are sparse, concise daily entries, 
• 
which leave readers puzzling over the identification of characters. Private diaries as 
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• public documents use literary techniques to avoid dailiness, including "the employment of foreshadowing and flashbacks; emphasis on topics rather than chronology; repetition 
of philosophical themes and pervasive issues; character depiction; scene setting; and the 
use of integral metaphors, symbols, and other stylistic devices" all of which "aid in 
orienting the work to an external audience" (Bloom 29). And while these designations 
seem to point to the diarists' intentions (at least when referring to diaries composed by 
mothers and housewives during the specified hundred years), it by no means applies to all 
writers, especially when applied to bloggers. Sparse or lengthy entries could verily be a 
result of time constraints, just as choppy or detailed content could be a result of trust 
issues, not to mention that fact that diarists, like all writers, have different strengths and 
motivations for keeping their entries. 
• Most anthologies of women's diary writing mentioned above allow the texts to speak for themselves. This is especially true in the case of Lyn Lifshin's Ariadne's 
Thread: A Collection of Contemporary Women's Journals (1982). LifShin collected 
excerpts from diaries by sifting through sections diarists sent to her nationwide. In the 
end, she included many previously-published excerpts composed by professional writers 
in her collection, which she placed in several key topics (since she felt that these topics 
would be most interesting and representative), including "work," "self," "love and 
friendship," "fumily," "being somewhere else," "society," and "nature." I was a little 
disappointed in this choice, since the result is a collection of very polished diary writing, 
perhaps transformed and tweaked again and again with each reprinting, divorcing itself 
from the authentic moment in which the entries were composed. Her goal to gain 
• unfiltered perspectives of women's lives and personal thoughts was not fulfilled, but like 
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• Bloom's work, it gives an indication as to what diarists allow to be public and what details they choose to omit. 
Incorporating the Web 
Even before the popularity of weblog services such as LiveJournal, Diary X, and 
Blogger, (all which have arisen in the past five years), some people kept personal 
websites filled with pictures and prose from their daily lives. The chronicling of lives, 
however, has become much more technology-friendly with the onset of the programs 
mentioned above. 
• 
The term "blog" is a shorting of the word "web-log," and is a personal site hosted 
and powered by any number of services, including the three mentioned above. Typing 
material into the program's easy-to-use template system, bloggers write about their daily 
lives, their stances on politics, their opinions on movies, and other themes. They respond 
to current events and news stories; they post photographs of their friends and family; they 
link to other newsworthy internet sites; and they often are open to feedback and 
contestation. One of the first known, documented blogs was launched in 1995 (a 
personal site not powered by special software), but blogs have arisen in prominence only 
since 1999. 
When commentators ill mainstream American periodicals such as Time and 
Newsweek talk about blogs, they largely discuss them in relation to the future of 
journalism. Most talk about the rise of pundits and the prominence and credibility they 
are gaining, as well as print journalists' need to become more technologically advanced 
to avoid being scooped by amateur writers. Rarely do columnists discuss the historical 
• and literary role blogs might have, though they frequently mention the way blogs shape 
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• how the average American communicates (if only in passing). Critics such as MIT professor Nicholas Negroponte place weblogs in the same category of other self­
developed internet sites (customized to only display news in which the user is interested), 
calling the entire phenomenon, "the Daily Me" (Razdan 84). But other organizations 
have ridden the wave of online journaling as a way to unite people of different cultures, 
countries, and ages. One such undertaking is the Diary Project, a "global multimedia 
resource that encourages teens to write about their day-to-day experiences growing up" 
(About the Diary Project). The site, launched in 1995, now contains thousands of entries 
written in 24 categories. It was inspired "by the visit to San Francisco of the young 
Bosnian diarist, Zlata Filipovic, author of Zlata's Diary, the story of her live growing up 
in Sarajevo amidst a raging war" (About the Diary Project). 
• The Diary Project is a very communal endeavor, and some personal blogs and LiveJournals can also be. A few are written with friends who share the password, among 
the students in a second grade class, or among couples who post entries to one another. 
But the majority of blogs and LiveJournals are written by individuals. The Blogger 
software was developed by PyraLabs in 1999, and basic services are available to users 
free of charge. LiveJournal requires users to network among friends; potential users must 
offer a fellow user's code as entry to service, and they must also pay a montWy or yearly 
fee based on the payment system they select. This makes LiveJournal users a more select 
group and a tighter knit community, though LiveJournal offers searchable directories so 
that strangers may find journals based on region, gender, interest, etc. Most Blogger 
users link to other blogs based on their own preferences; to be added to a link page is 
• almost a star of honor that the content is engaging enough to include on their site. 
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• Sometimes links to links to links is the main way of getting your blog noticed. The people at Blogger, however, keep a list of blogs of notice, and after each user updates his 
or her blog, the title and link is located briefly in a list of ten "Fresh Blogs" (a list which 
constantly changes as people update, serving as a smorgasbord of new sites for potential 
readers browsing the Blogger homepage). (See appendix for screenshots of this site, 
other blogs, and photocopied pages ofdiaries mentioned below.) 
Meet Christine, Liz, Sarah, and Julia 
• 
Christine started a spiral bound journal in January 1998 because "Mrs. Kreigh 
said she wrote a lot of stuff in her journal when she saw Stomp and that made me think I 
should keep a journal too and take it with me wherever I go" (Christine I, 1/11/98). What 
started as a simple daily entry spanned four volumes, from when she was 18 until she was 
23, and chronicle her undergraduate days at Butler University in Indianapolis, her brief 
stint in Minnesota, and the beginnings of her graduate career in the chemistry department 
at the University ofillinois Urbana-Champaign. 
The first volume is concerned largely with moving to Butler, becoming 
assimilated into the college lifestyle, and pining away for the boy she left behind. 
Christine writes detailed psychological ponderings about whether she believes in love at 
first sight and interrupts her more mundane scrawlings with brief insights into herself and 
the way she imagines her future. Squeezed between a comment about only ever seeing 
one episode of "Dharma and Greg" and declaring that Titanic is an excellent movie, she 
writes, "I want to be proposed to (rather than do the proposing)" (Christine I, 1/11/98). 
These largely unrelated meanderings fill the pages, smashed solidly in between detailed 
• histories of band events, paragraphs about academic worries, complaints about her 
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• physical appearance, and lists of things to pick up at the grocery. Spontaneous insights are clearly the mark of her journals: "I keep wishing 1 could quit school, marry Adam, 
have lots of babies & (somehow) be rich (or at least comfortable)" (Christine I, 1/11/98); 
"I miss the sound of trains" (Christine I, 1/16/98); and "I want a single bagpipe playing 
'Amazing Grace' at my funeral. 1 got that from Katie Courick's husband's funeral" 
(Christine I, 1/27/98). 
• 
Of course, not all of Christine's entries offer such meaningful comments. From 
an outside viewer's perspective, Christine seems largely preoccupied with her boyfriend 
Adam; readers quickly pick up on the repetition of this theme and the way she wavers 
about breaking up with him or staying with him. But even through this romantic roller 
coaster, there is definite development in her maturity, as well as her rationale, and when, 
in the fourth volume, we read that she has met and become engaged to her fonner 
stepbrother, we are simply ready to follow her along that path. 
Christine writes daily, though she does not constrain herself to keep that regimen. 
Some entries are supplemented heavily by quotes from professors and celebrities, 
references from television show plots (specifically Dawson's Creek) and talk show-hosts 
(including Oprah and Rosie), verses from scripture and thoughts spurred by Bible study, 
updates about her family, and records of dreams. Also included are typed entries (once 
following a drunken party, another time simply for convenience sake), a print-out of a 
special e-mail from Adam, doodles (including an idea for an art project, as well as a 
stick-figure cartoon of her severely injuring her ex-fiance), and a stapled Pixy Stix 
wrapper (with "Shake candy from straw into mouth" printed on it, beside Christine's 
• bandwritten comment on the stupidity of such instructions). 
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• Christine's journals are written in a manner that suggests they are personal records and a journey to self-discovery. The content of her entries is almost a steady 
balance of chronological events and philosophical pondering. She uses the second­
person "you" almost always in place of the non-specific, third-person "one"; the only 
instance I found of her addressing something of an audience is: "Did 1 tell you that 1 want 
to learn to sew? Well, 1 do. 1 think it is the domestic part of me coming through" 
(Christine IV, 5/14/02). However, in this instance, 1 believe the "you" she is addressing 
is simply the diary itself. The book is as much audience as Christine needs. However, 
previously, she makes mention of reading from her journal with her roommate, Elizabeth: 
Elizabeth & 1 spent some time tonight reading out of our journals. She 
wmt read me this awesome poem she wrote & 1 asked her if 1 could write 
it in my journal & she said okay so, here it is. .. (Christine III, 2/21/99) 
• Besides sharing these tidbits, Christine's writing style shows that she is writing for her own posterity and self-reflection. 
Likewise, Liz's journal from 1991 (kept during her junior and senior years at 
University of Kansas at Lawrence) contains very detailed accounts of parties and trips, as 
well as many moments of introspection. Her journa1 is a spiral bound artist's sketchbook; 
dividing her entries are beautiful watercolor paintings (including a self portrait), pages of 
paint-mixing tests, and sketches for a garden-plan. Unlike Christine, Liz is very much 
keyed in to larger political and historical happenings. Whereas Christine includes just a 
quip from the Rosie O'Donnell show referencing Monica Lewinsky (a major political 
happening at the time), Liz writes entire entries about the danger, declaration, and 
progression of the first GulfWar (all hand-printed in crisp, slender capital letters): 
• Tonight is the U.N. deadline for Sadam [sic.] Hussein to get out of Kuwait. He is not going to leave. We are going to war. Americans are 
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• going to die. I am both afraid and excited. I am afraid for a future without peace, and yet I'm excited to be alive during this tumultuous time. Because it is times like this that make people take side:>-there is no room for neutrality. (Liz 1/15/91) 
And: 
The war had begun. Around 4:30 p.m. our time, the United States began 
its attack on Iraq. It has been completely an air attack on Iraq's military 
commanding sites and the report is that we were very successful in this 
first phase. Cindy and I have been glued to the T.V. set the past 5 hours. 
It is horrifYing but almost unreal and uncomprehensible [sic.]. Although I 
am very much against this war, I found myself tonight hoping we were 
kicking ass, not so much because I want us to destroy Iraq but because I 
don't want any ofour soldiers to die. 
It's startling to think that as I sit here conjugating French verbs and 
thinking about what I will wear tomorrow, men and women (both 
American and Iraqi) are dying. The pointlessness of it all is 
overwhelming. (Liz 1/16/91) 
These entries provide valuable historical insights for both the author and any potential 
• reader, especially in light of our more recent United States involvement in Iraq under this new Bush administration. It is the distance of time that allows Liz's journal to have even 
greater significance. 
Of course, like Christine, Liz finds herself writing about and deeply analyzing her 
relationship with her boyfriend, Steve, flanking her entries with quotations from novels 
she has read. Her sentences are short and often fragments. Caught in the moment of 
feeling, she seems to have written things as speedily as possible. 
I spent less time delving into the pages of Sarah's and Julia's journals, mostly 
because the handwriting within was such a challenge to read. Sarah, ages 18 and 19 at 
the time, writes mostly of daily happenings, the joys of girl nights, and the role God plays 
in guiding her life. Her journal is a soft cover, natural paper one with flecks of plants and 
• flower petals, bound together by braided fibers. Her handwriting is painfully tiny, filling 
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• entire pages, leaving no room for margins. Julia, a 24-year-old Texan returning to college after a brief sabbatical, kept her scrawling entries safely within the pages of an 
old-fashioned marble composition book, decorated with Powder Puff stickers on the 
cover. Her entries are barely legible; they include references to growing up, 
relationships, questions of spirituality, letters to boys (most likely unsent?), notes from 
class, e-mail addresses, song lyrics she wrote, and lists of CDs and track numbers (most 
likely plans for mix tapes she was recording). 
Meet The Flame, Jane, Whitbeast, and Anarane Amandil 
• 
The Flame, a 2I-year-old student at Southern Illinois University Carbondale, 
started her "Site Dedicated to Procrastination" (powered by Blogger) two months ago. 
Her entries are sparse and mundane, complaining frequently about physical pain from an 
injury she received, as well as the overabundance of schoolwork she has to accomplish. 
She used her blog to explain feelings after breaking up with her boyfriend, as well as to 
ease her readership into the idea of dating a new boy, following this entry a few days later 
with declarations about her love for this new boyfriend. Her site features links to friends' 
blogs, archives, and a comments section after each entry, usually which remains at ''0 
Comments," a sign that her writing is probably not thought provoking or engaging. Also 
included on her site are web-graphics from online quizzes she takes, graphics that 
announce her score and detail her personality by proclaiming "You are Midnight. .." in 
answer to the quiz's question "What time ofday are your' 
By contrast, Jane at JaneBlog (powered by Blogger) updates several times a day, 
sometimes commenting about a strange link she discovered and bidding surfers to see for 
• 
themselves. A graduate student in the literature program at the University of Virginia, 
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• she too comments on academia, usually by ending unrelated entries with a quick line about how she must leave to study her Croatian flashcards or finally begin work on a 
paper she has been avoiding. JaneBiog is only part of Jane's larger website, 
bluestocking.org, which contains her poetry, fiction writing, quotes, dedication to Jane 
Austen, a library of links, and other features. Jane does not usually post web-graphics 
reflecting her score on personality tests (except in the case of "What ring of hell are you 
in?" simply because of its literary value); instead she posts excerpts of those pervasive e­
mail "get to know me" surveys in the form of "This or That Thursdays" and other special 
days designated for certain questions. These exercises help fill her entries should she 
ever lack something to write about, which is infrequent. JaneBiog is dedicated to cultural 
references, political questions, as well as the day-to-day life ofa culturally gifted student. 
• Whitbeast (age 18, Memphis, IN) and Anarane Amandil (age 25, Jerseyville, IL) each have LiveJournals. Whitbeast's entries span over a year, chronicling her days at 
work in an Apple computer store, the strange old men who flirt with her, details of her 
love life, complaints about her parents, her boyfriend's suicide and her reaction to it, and 
eerie happenings following his death (like being haunted by his presence and electronic 
devices in his room suddenly turning on). She spills all, telling about losing her virginity, 
about feelings of depression, how she wrecked her parents' car, and wondering what she 
should do with her life. Entries scroll down at great length, which is quite different from 
The Flame's site and JaneBlog; Blogger users tend to keep their entries brief, whereas 
LiveJournal users tend to write at length, a tendency spurred in part by the archives 
system of each program, in part because of unwritten rules by writers in each circle, and 
• 
in part because of financial reasons--LiveJournal users pay for their sites, so they write 
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• as much as possible to get the most value, whereas Blogger users may use the simplest service for free. Some entries include web-graphics from online quizzes, lowercase, 
punctuation-less free writing, angsty poetry, and most recently, artwork and a photograph 
of a guitar she hopes to buy. Her entries are supplemented with a comments box, as well 
as a listing 0 f her current music and mood. 
• 
Anarane Amandil's LiveJournal follows a similar format. Previously keeping a 
journal at The Velma Chronicles, Anarane abandoned this project in favor of the easy-to­
use LiveJournal. (Also, many of her friends were using LiveJournal, and the linking 
system made it easier for her to keep in touch and reference friends' entries.) Anarane 
writes about all things geek, referencing actors she adores, her love of Lord of the Rings 
and other sci-fi and fantasy works, books she has read, the latest fiasco at the bakery 
where she works, the progress as her ringworm heals, her debate about whether or not to 
go back to college, her dreams to move out of the house, ideas for stories, and other 
topics. Her entries begin with her current music, mood, and animated emoti-kitty icon 
(which is depicts her mood). Frequently within entries she thanks fellow LiveJournal 
users who have responded to questions she has posted, or who have given her advice. In 
this way, sometimes parts of her entries act as open letters to members of her online 
community. 
Differences in Aesthetics 
Most of the differences in aesthetics between online journals and their "real" 
physical cousins can be simply attributed to differences in medium. A journal is readily 
portable; notebooks can be tucked into bags, taken camping, brought to the beach, 
• scrawled in on a bus. This portability allows diarists to write spontaneous thoughts and 
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• brief bursts of description. Blogs are fur less portable, which impedes their spontaneity, the result of which is weU planned, pre-futhomed writing. (Though 1 imagine some blog 
writing is unplanned, most users must have a reason for sitting down to the computer, 
connecting to the internet-usuaUy through a painfuUy slow dial-up-and composing an 
entry. The effort alone means that most writers must surely have a topic in mind as they 
sit down to type.) To their credit, however, blogs can be accessed wherever there is a 
computer with internet access (or wherever there is a phone, should the user wish to post 
AudioBlog entries in the form of recording their voice which appears as an MP3 on their 
blog). 
• 
The media also aUows for differences in content. Journals are personal and 
personalized; they can be any number of kinds of books, notebooks, blank hardcover 
books, which can be decorated with stickers and supplemented with photos, doodles, 
sketches, ticket stubs and mementos, and other paper memorabilia. The handwriting 
alone gives indication to the writer's personality, sense of hurriedness, and mood, as weU 
as level of freedom (does the writer's handwriting slant across the page? Does she 
sometimes write sideways or upside down to set certain sections apart?). Conversely, 
blogs largely have a sense of uniformity because of the service providers' set formats and 
space constraints, though some aspects of the site (such as color preferences) can be 
customized to the user. But for aU the uniformity of format, blogs offer great freedom in 
what content can be included: writing, art (scanned art or original digital work), scanned 
mementos, links to other sites, MP3s, listing of current music and mood, bio section, 
guestbook, comments box, homemade movie clips, real-time cameras, portfolios, photo 
• albums, travelblogs, quiz results, and wishlists. In some ways then, blogs are meant to 
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• give a snapshot look at the "here and now" of a user's life. Journals, however, seem to build this identity over the course of many entries through steady introspection. Blogs 
leave it up to the readers to judge what kind of person the user is by piecing together 
evidence of their musical tastes, their bio section, and other clues scattered throughout the 
site. 
Another important difference is that journal writers actually physically possess 
their journals. This might seem like a small detail, but Blogger and LiveJournal users do 
not have this same security; their entries are usually located on someone else's server 
miles away from where they live. Should any technological failure occur, entire entries 
could be lost or deleted. 
• 
But even for this fear, some bloggers take comfort in the fact that their writing is 
already published. Simply by posting an entry online, it becomes part a searchable, 
reachable opinion, which can be found in large search-engines like Google, and will soon 
be found by a site specific to weblogs called DayPop. By their very form, blogs are 
automatically published. But journals are not. Some of the most useful diaries could 
remain hidden in attics for years, deteriorating, depriving readers of the historical value 
their words might hold. 
Additionally, though neither journals nor blogs are readily searchable once a 
reader is browsing through one, the very nature ofjournals allows readers to quickly find 
a point of reference and follow the narrative by reading pages the same way one reads a 
book. Entries on blogs are posted in a reverse chronological order with the newest entry 
on top, shoving all older entries downward, and eventually, to the archives. Should a 
•  
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• reader find an interesting reference, he or she would have to search though untitled links and then read backwards through time in order to make sense ofcertain episodes. 
Motivations for Writing 
• 
An article in the JanuaryfFebruary 2001 issue of Health lists different kinds of 
journals as remedies for different kinds of ailments: a story book for those who are 
"depressed, struggling with a sudden crisis or unresolved tragedy, or living with a chronic 
illness"; a worry book for those who suffer from "anxiety, stress, insomnia, or related 
complaints"; a log book for those who "want to lose weight, get more fit, spend less 
money, understand your body's rhythms, or chart your recovery from illness"; a memory 
book for those "becoming absentminded, recovering from a head injury, or have a 
learning disability or bipolar disorder"; a gratitude book for those "inclined to be 
pessimistic, depressed, stressed-out, or anxious, or if you're in the throes of a major 
crisis"; and a scrapbook for those who "have trouble putting feelings into words" (Berg 
85-6). Many journal writers do use their entries as a means of self-therapy and self­
introspection. "People who write about emotional upheavals in their lives show benefits 
almost across the board in terms of health problems," raves James W. Pennebaker, Ph.D., 
professor of psychology at the University of Texas, in the February 2002 issue of Ladies' 
Home Journal (Cassidy 102). 
But Cassidy suggests that even greater rewards are the result of journaling: 
"Surprisingly, journal keeping makes you a better person" (Cassidy 102). She continues 
by mentioning the benefits of revealing personality traits, helping to cope with crisis, and 
becoming "our personal emissaries to the future." 
•  
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• In compiling the anthology for Ariadne;s Thread, Lyn Lifshin, found that one woman began writing because "she knew nothing about herself, and decided to keep 
track of 'what I called my feelings'" (Lifshin 8). Another said she wanted her journal to 
be "an intersection between my imagination and the physical world. I want to record 
history, weather, custom. . ." (Lifshin 9-10). Still others used their journals as 
companions and measuring sticks for their loneliness: 
Though several women started diaries, as was traditional in the 1950s, in 
their teens with a little locked diary, others began at a time they felt, like 
Nin, especially lonely. Margaret Ryan began at eight because she was 
lonely, and continued after her father died when she was nine and her 
grandfather, her confidant, when she was ten. Many wrote of feeling 
isolated as teenagers, unhappy, unable to talk to anyone about their 
feelings. (Lifshin 10) 
• 
Even in the midst of booming blog popularity today, teen magazines are turning 
young writers on to the "lost art" of keeping ajournai. The February 2002 issue of 'Teen 
featured an article titled "Think in Ink," and the January 2003 issue of Seventeen featured 
one called "The Write Stuff." The interesting thing is that while such articles center upon 
the health benefits of keeping a physical journal, they also stress that if it makes the 
writer more comfortable, she should save her entries on a computer (password protected, 
of course) or keep an online journai. It seems that even though online journals, as I have 
revealed above, do not readily mimic "the real thing," they are becoming a valid 
alternative for journal writing. And perhaps they are also reminding techno-savvy teens 
that the old-fashioned method has charm all its own. 
Future Research and Development 
With hundreds of new Blogger users every day, not to mention new blogs 
• 
springing up on LiveJournal, Diary X, afrodiary, DeadJournal, and Open Diary, web 
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• providers are trying to find a way to make this expansive content easily catalogued and searchable. Specific screen names can oftentimes be located even in something as simple 
as a Google search, but DayPop is offering a more consistent, focused search system. 
Still in development, the site has an area where bloggers can sign up for their site to be 
included in the webcrawl searches. Currently DayPop features only the most popular 
blogs, ones that have been quoted in such reputable newspapers as the New York Times. 
For DayPop to be the service that it hopes to become, many bloggers will have to submit 
their sites. As usual, this is another web-project that involves the support and 
contributions of the entire web community. 
• 
But to collect and preserve physical journals requires much more effort and 
coordination. Currently, the majority of preserved diaries are housed in special library 
collections or in the homes of town historians. I do not surmise that there will be a call to 
action for the preservation of diaries any time soon, but I do imagine that with our 
"reality TV mindset," readers will become increasingly interested in exposing diarists and 
revealing journal content surrounding any number oftopics. 
Grady Kuhnline, a graduate student at Southern Illinois University Carbondale's 
interactive multi-media program, proposes an interesting twist on the blogger/journal 
craze. Instead of online entries instantaneously becoming available on the internet, he 
suggests a program that would allow diarists to type entries on their computer and save 
them onto a personalized link, kept inaccessible to search engines for a period of two 
years. As the entries age this designated time, they could be automatically transferred to 
the larger, searchable web. Such a distance in time, Kuhnline reasons, could allow 
• 
potentially shy diarists to have security in the fact that they would be relatively distanced 
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• from the events and thoughts recorded in the entries, but the entries themselves would still be preserved. The distance in time could also help dissuade diarists from heavy self­
censoring. Such a weblog service could meet the needs of diarists who feel their writing 
is important and bloggers who wish weblogs were less trivial, and more writer-friendly. 
• 
Still, some in academia are hesitant to allow potentially any writer into even an 
online canon. Questions of authority, identity, and historical value would need to be 
resolved before anyone would feel comfortable with widely anthologizing joumal 
writing, or writing from blogs, for that matter. (At stake with blogs are also issues of 
copyright and originality. With such a shared web community, thoughts and questions 
are widely shared about mutual readers.) It seems strange to imagine the physical pages 
of a book with a title such as Top Fifty Bloggers Share Their Insights on _ 
Equally, it seems unimaginable that there would ever be a published collection called 
Diarists' Deep Thoughts of 2003 (unless, of course, it would be published in 2103; the 
distance of time somehow makes diaries interesting and useful). 
Conclusion 
It is clear that weblogs exist to document ''the here and now" and that journals are 
''for posterity." Still, we should work at preserving both. The strengths of each medium 
could help protect and preserve the other medium; by posting online entries, there is a 
guarantee that someone else has access to the writing, and by penning journal entries, 
there is a guarantee that the author has full-access to her writing, not dependant on 
technological changes or company mergers and closures. As a society increasingly 
interested in self-reflection, in peering inward, it seems plausible to imagine the blending 
• 
of online and physical joumal content becoming a valuable source of leisure reading and 
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• entertainment. Even if preservation is motivated for these reasons, it is an undertaking that would benefit future scholars and readers. 
• 
From this study, it is also clear that with all the buzzing new technological 
advances and bombardment of entertainment options, people are still taking the time to 
write, reflect, and in doing so, learn about themselves and the society in which they live. 
Bloggers may tend to write brief; fragmented entries, but in a fust-paced environment, it 
is a commendable action. Perhaps it will be technology which keeps journal writing 
alive, for by having an online version of physical diaries, it serves as a reminder of "the 
real thing," somehow making "authentic" journal writing more coveted and precious (the 
same thing happened after e-mail became popularized; a hand-written letter is now a sign 
of care). And by having the digital storage space, it will serve as a way for readers to 
have access to journals, online ones, as well as previously unpublished physical diaries. 
Much can be gained from even the mundane worlds of diarists, and we are perched on the 
verge of being able to preserve and access these worlds, onscreen and within pages. 
•  
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A site dedicated to 
procrastination 





Ufe ofa Ceek 
~ Friday, May 02, 2003 
Well my classes are offidally over, While I am coming back to take more classes I wll 
so welrd,lt doesn't seem like It Is even the end of the semester, I know next week I 
go to class everyday, I know I've experienced all of this end of the year stuff before; 
Well there's not much left to do now, Most of my projects have been turned In, Novl 
a final, take an exit exam, and go to a few critiques. ThiS shouldn't be too hard, Fori· 
to take home, See ya" '" . 
9,52 AM 
o Comments 
~ Tuesday, April 29, 2003 
Well my sister got Into Grad school. Yay for Karen, She was accepted Into NOVA So: 
She's a marine biology major, so I guess Florida would be the place to go for grad -
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:You are VieWingthe,most'recent>25 eDtrlesi ' . 
,~~ ~ ~.~.~ ~ ~ ~i~~~:~~~:~ ~.~~ ~~.~~~~~ :~:'~ ~~~~~i\R~~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~ ~~ ~::~: ~~~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ 
2:048nt: wm.ED '.' , . ,. 
ok, s~ it's ;1;10 J~ the.womin& an~i'll'l~o~y Wide-aWake. I'm dying to just babbie to some\ 
nobody's online who wants to listen.soi guesiii'll:justbabble to my journal. .' . 
. 'today. started out rea1l1l1ily shittY. but actuaD;y ended reallY &reat. jesska came over, and we watche 
. '2discii ofev~oq. gl'a'nt'also stoppedWto watch a rew episodes Wjth us, which was cool. ' 
i've SnaIly ~edout alinancialp~,for Il'lyselfthat will enable me to.buy the guitar i want ~ 
.i:han4montlis.(see pictUre below)' . 
I 
Anarane Amandil 
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